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 Changes: 

Operational Programme (EMFF) 

 OP EMFF (12432) – Due to the inclusion of the COVID-19 measure, there is now a new Union Priority Measure 
1.1b under Union Priority 1 in Table 8.2. 

 OP EMFF (12433) – The validation rule 2.24 has been modified by adding the maximum co-financing allowed for 
the new Union Priority Measure 1.1b:    

 2.24 validate the EMFF co-financing rate in the Financing Plan by Union Priority and Union Priority 
Measure used in the Programme (8.2)(error). In order to determine it is used check if a Specific Objective 
Measure is used in section 3.3 and then relate to Union Priority Measure Emff and Union Priority Emff. 
Union Priority 3 Measures 2 and 3 are a special case since they relate to the same Specific Objective 
Measure in section 3.3 and they are not obliged to use them both in 8.2. So, for them the validation result 
is only a warning: 

 Union Priority 1, Measure 1: equals 50% (error) 

 Union Priority 1, Measure 1b: between 20% and 75% (error) 

 Union Priority 1, Measure 2: between 20% and 75% (error) 

 Union Priority 2: between 20% and 75% (error) 

 Union Priority 3, Measure 1: between 79.999% and 80% (error) 

 Union Priority 3, Measure 2: between 89.999% and 90% (warning) 

 Union Priority 3, Measure 3: between 69.999% and 70% (warning) 

 Union Priority 4: between 20% and 85% (error) 

 Union Priority 5, Measure 1: If > 0 then equals 100% (error) 

 Union Priority 5, Measure 2: equals 100% (error) 

 Union Priority 5, Measure 3: between 20% and 75% (error) 

 Union Priority 6: If > 0 then between 20% and 75% (error) 

 Technical Assistance: between 20% and 75% (error) 

Implementation Report (IR IGJ/ETC/IPACBC/EMFF) 

 IR IGJ ETC IPACBC EMFF (12497, 12498) – The workflow for the implementation report has been changed with 
two new Actions and two new Statuses: 

 Actions:  



 Allow request for technical return (Last AIR version is in status "Accepted by EC")  

 Return for modification on Indicators (Last AIR version in status "Accepted by EC (Request 
technical return allowed)" and a document "MS request for technical return" received) 

 Statuses: 

 Accepted by EC (Request technical return allowed) 

 Accepted by EC (Technical return) 

 Also the document type “MS to reply to the Acceptance letter” was split in three different labels: 

 “MS reply to Article 50(8) observations in EC accepted letter”  

  “MS reply to observations in EC accepted letter (other than Article 50(8))”  

 “MS request for technical return” – this is only for exceptional ex-post changes in indicators in 
already accepted AIRs  ->  but this label should not be only if the desk will ask for it (after an 
agreement of COM-MS). 

2021-2027 

 2021-2027 (12509) - In the CCI search field, there is now the possibility to search a document with a CCI number 
for 2021.  

Defects fixed: 

Rural Development Programme (EAFRD) 

  RDP EAFRD (12529) – There was an issue with maximum values for the validation rules 250 and 255. This has 
now been fixed. 

Cooperation Programme (IPA-CB) 

 CP IPACB (12512, 12526) – In the Print report, the Asterisked text related to COVID-19 measure changes in 
Table17 was missing. This text and corresponding translations are now added in the Print. 

Annual Implementation Report (EAFRD) 

 AIR EAFRD (12306) – Previously, when the user generated the monitoring annex PDF (via the button 'Print'), in 
the column 'realised performance' of table F1, there was a {0} instead of displaying the year. This has now been 
fixed. 

Control Data and Control Statistics (EAFRD, EAGF) 

  CDS EAFRD, EAGF (12532) – The text in cover page of the acknowledge document referred to the Accounts 
report. Now it has been corrected to Control Data and control statistics. 

 

 

 

 

 


